INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS FOR LIFE SCIENCE
Pharmaceutical and medical technology companies face complex challenges.
Rapid growth, increased regulatory scrutiny, and global scope require reliable
networks and communications. Companies must keep employees, partners,
and vendors connected and coordinated. Internal IT and engineering teams

are challenged to build and support a rapidly evolving infrastructure. Keeping
up with emerging technologies is even more daunting. BCS services

can keep your technology systems running smoothly, ensure regulatory
compliance allowing you to focus on your business.

CHALLENGES.
Our solutions address your top technology priorities:
• Compliance. You need tools to automate, document and report on
compliance to standards set by US, international agencies, industry
guidelines, and investors.
• Innovation. Technology is evolving at a breakneck pace. To drive innovation
you need access to and knowledge of the latest technology trends.
• Market pressures. The global marketplace means launching and supporting
products worldwide. Mergers, acquisitions and partnerships require
integration without delay. Growth and expansion on demand along with an
infrastructure to support users in markets around the world.
• Collaboration. Providers, systems, insurers, and Partners expect shared
access to data and insights. These partnerships require high-performance
systems for communication and seamless integration.
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SOLUTIONS.
BCS’ comprehensive managed
technology solutions evaluate,
build, deploy, and support your
critical infrastructure.
• ASSESS: Objective reviews and
audits of existing technologies and
methodologies
• ARCHITECT: Our roadmaps
for network infrastructure,
communications systems, and
hosted cloud platforms cover
current and future needs
• OPTIMIZE: BCS streamlines
networks and infrastructure to
reduce costs and increase revenue
• IMPLEMENT: We use our deep
technical expertise to configure
solutions correctly and costefficiently
• SUPPORT: Customer satisfaction
is our priority. Our 24/7 help desk
for network and end-user support
provides rapid-response teams to
fix problems quickly

TECHNOLOGY ROADMAPS.
Our custom technology roadmaps maximize your return on today’s
technologies and provide insights into the technologies that will impact
your business’ future.
We deliver comprehensive technology solutions that address critical needs.
Keep your data secure, communications fully operational, systems upgraded,
maintained and ready to support your operational functions. Our U.S. based
engineering and support teams are BCS employees, not outsource staff. This
gives you access to highly trained talent. BCS managed service plans include
value-add services and operational systems.
Start-up and newly public companies face incredible pressures to deliver. Why
spend critical time and capital to hire high-level technology staff and support
engineers to manage your business technology?
BCS’ experience working with R&D and manufacturing companies enables us
to deliver:
•

Cost reduction. Increase productivity, reduce operational expenses,
while receiving 24/7 technology support.

•

Compliance. BCS automation tools enable companies to meet regulatory
and industry requirements for safety and quality. Value-add services give
the abiliity to report these measures.

•

Communication system management. Keep voice, data, video,
telepresence and presentation communications secure and functional
across multiple locations.

•

IT security. Protect systems with secure, comprehensive, multilayer
protocols.

•

Data safety. Secure data via onsite and cloud based retention, managed
monitoring tools, data leakage detection, and advanced encryption.

ABOUT BCS.
BCS offers end-to-end managed
technology solutions. We understand
your unique operational needs and
provide customized solutions.
We develop long-term relationships,
providing systems and technology
infrastructure that scale with your
growth.
We create cost-effective, seamless
solutions that keep your employees,
partners and customers well
connected.
BCS is more than a technology
solutions provider: We are a partner
to help drive your business goals.
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